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Abstract
We study wildly ramified G-Galois covers φ :Y → X branched at B (defined over an algebraically closed
field of characteristic p). We show that curves Y of arbitrarily high genus occur for such covers even when
G, X, B and the inertia groups are fixed. The proof relies on a Galois action on covers of germs of curves and
formal patching. As a corollary, we prove that for any nontrivial quasi-p group G and for any sufficiently
large integer σ with p  σ , there exists a G-Galois étale cover of the affine line with conductor σ above the
point ∞.
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1. Introduction
Consider a G-Galois cover φ :Y → X of smooth projective irreducible curves defined over
an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p. If φ is tamely ramified, the Riemann–Hurwitz
formula implies that the genus of Y is determined by |G|, gX , the size of the branch locus B
and the orders of the inertia groups. This statement is no longer true when φ is wildly ramified.
Not only can wildly ramified covers usually be deformed without varying X or B , but they can
be often be distinguished from each other by studying finer ramification invariants such as the
conductor. The genus of Y now depends on these finer ramification invariants.
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of the projective line branched only over ∞. Each of these can be given by an Artin–Schreier
equation yp −y = f (x) where the degree j of f (x) ∈ k[x] is relatively prime to p. The genus gY
of Y equals (p − 1)(j − 1)/2 and thus can be arbitrarily large.
The main point of this paper is that the same unboundedness phenomenon occurs for covers
of any affine curve with any Galois group whose order is divisible by p. Namely, as in the case
of Z/p-covers of the affine line, the discrete invariants of covers of a fixed affine curve with fixed
group can be arbitrarily large. When G is an abelian p-group, these results are a well-understood
consequence of class field theory. Already the case of non-abelian p-groups does not seem to
appear in the literature. The complexity of the problem is related to the fact that G can be a
simple group in which case the cover φ will not factor through a Galois cover of smaller degree.
For this reason, we use the technique of formal patching.
Here are the main results. One discrete invariant for an étale cover of the affine line is its con-
ductor (or last jump in the filtration of ramification groups in the upper numbering). Abhyankar’s
conjecture states that a G-Galois cover of the affine line exists if and only if G is quasi-p, i.e., if
and only if G is generated by p-groups.
Corollary 14. If G = 0 is a quasi-p group and σ ∈ N (p  σ ) is sufficiently large, then there
exists a G-Galois cover φ :Y → P1k branched at only one point with conductor σ .
More generally, suppose X is a smooth projective irreducible k-curve and B ⊂ X is a non-
empty finite set of points. Suppose G is a finite quotient of π1(X − B) so that p divides
|G|. (These groups were classified by Raynaud [11] and Harbater [3] in their proof of Ab-
hyankar’s conjecture.) We show that curves Y of arbitrarily high genus occur for G-Galois covers
φ :Y → X branched at B .
Corollary 15. There is an arithmetic progression p ⊂ N so that for all g ∈ p, there exists a
G-Galois cover φ :Y → X branched only at B with genus(Y ) = g.
In addition, we give a lower bound for the proportion of natural numbers which occur as the
genus of Y for a G-Galois cover φ :Y → X branched at B . This lower bound depends only on G
and p and not on X and B .
Hurwitz spaces for tamely ramified covers are well-understood by the work of [14]. The fol-
lowing corollary shows that the structure of Hurwitz spaces for wildly ramified covers will be
vastly different.
Corollary 17. For any smooth projective irreducible k-curve X and any nonempty finite set of
points B ⊂ X and any finite quotient G of π1(X −B) so that p divides |G|, a Hurwitz space for
G-Galois covers φ :Y → X branched at B will have infinitely many components.
The main results, all appearing in Section 3, use formal patching to reduce to the question of
deformations of a wildly ramified cover φˆ of germs of curves. We study these deformations by
analyzing a Galois action on the I -Galois cover φˆ in Section 2. Here I corresponds to the inertia
group of φ at a ramification point and is of the form P ι μm where |P | = pe and p  m. We
use group theory and ramification theory to factor φˆ as κ ◦ φ¯ ◦ φA. The Galois group of φA is
an elementary abelian p-group denoted A, the Galois group of φ¯ is P/A, and κ is a Kummer
μm-cover. We define a Galois action on φˆ which acts nontrivially only on the subcover φA. It
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a principal homogeneous space under the action of an explicitly computable group. The effect of
this Galois action on the ramification filtration of a cover is investigated in Proposition 7.
Another application of this Galois action can be found in [10], where it is used to study
deformations of wildly ramified covers of germs of curves with control over the conductor. The
results in Section 2 appear in the generality needed for this application.
2. Galois action on wildly ramified covers
In this section, we investigate a Galois action on a wildly ramified cover of germs of curves
and its effect on the conductor. The main result is Proposition 7 which we use in Section 3 to
control the change in the ramification filtration when we modify a Galois cover of germs of
curves.
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. Consider a compatible system
of roots of unity of k. Denote by ζ the chosen generator of μm. We start in Section 2.1 with
background on the ramification filtrations and upper and lower jumps of a wildly ramified cover φˆ
of germs of curves.
2.1. Higher ramification groups
In this section, we define the filtration of higher ramification groups of a wildly ramified
Galois cover φˆ : Ŷ → U of germs of curves. More precisely, we fix an irreducible k-scheme Ω
and let U = Spec(OΩu). Let ξ be the point of height one of U defined by the equation u = 0.
Suppose φˆ : Ŷ → U is a Galois cover of normal connected germs of Ω-curves which is wildly
ramified at the closed point η = φˆ−1(ξ) ∈ Ŷ . By [8, Lemma 2.1.4], after an étale pullback of Ω ,
the decomposition group and inertia group over the generic point of η are the same and so the
Galois group of φˆ is the same as the inertia group.
Recall that the inertia group I at the generic point of η is of the form P ι μm where |P | = pe
for some e > 0 and p  m [13]. Here ι denotes the automorphism of P which determines the
conjugation action of μm on P .
Associated to the cover φˆ, there are two filtrations of I , namely, the filtration of higher ram-
ification groups Ic′ in the lower numbering and the filtration of higher ramification groups I c
in the upper numbering. If c′ ∈ N, then Ic′ is the normal subgroup of all g ∈ I such that g acts
trivially on OŶ /πc
′+1
. Here π is a uniformizer of OŶ at the generic point of η. Equivalently,
Ic′ = {g ∈ I : val(g(π) − π) c′ + 1}. If c′ ∈ R+ and c′′ = 	c′
, then Ic′ is defined to equal Ic′′ .
Recall by Herbrand’s formula [13, IV, Section 3], that the filtration I c in the upper numbering
is given by I c = Ic′ where c′ = Ψ (c) and Ψ (c) =
∫ c
0 (I
0 : I t ) dt . Equivalently, c = ϕ(c′) where
ϕ(c′) = ∫ c′0 dt/(I0 : It ).
If Ij = Ij+1 for some j ∈ N+, we say that j is a lower jump of φˆ at η. The multiplicity of j
is the integer  so that Ij /Ij+1  (Z/p). A rational number c is an upper jump of φˆ at η if
c = ϕ(j) for some lower jump j . We denote by j1, . . . , je (respectively σ1, . . . , σe) the set of
lower (respectively upper) jumps of φˆ at η written in increasing order with multiplicity. Note
that these are the positive breaks in the filtration of ramification groups in the lower (respectively
upper) numbering. By [13, IV, Proposition 11], p  ji for any lower jump ji . Herbrand’s formula
implies that ji − ji−1 = (σi − σi−1)|I |/|Iji |. In particular, σi |I |/|Iσi | ∈ N and σ1 = j1/m.
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nontrivial in the filtration of higher ramification groups in the upper numbering. (Note that this
indexing is slightly different than in [13], where if x is a uniformizer at the branch point, then
the ideal (xσ+1) is the conductor of the extension of complete discrete valuation rings.)
If φ :Y → X is a G-Galois cover of projective curves branched at B , we briefly recall how
the genus gY of Y depends on the upper jumps of φ at each branch point. Let Ib denote the
inertia group of φ at a point above b ∈ B and let mpe denote its order; (for simplicity we drop
the index b from the variables m and e).
Lemma 1 (Riemann–Hurwitz formula).
gY = 1 + |G|(gX − 1)+
∑
b∈B
|G|deg(Rb)/2|Ib|,
deg(Rb) = |Ib| − 1 + (p − 1)m
[
σ1 + pσ2 + · · · + pe−1σe
]
.
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the Riemann–Hurwitz formula [6, IV.2.4], [13, IV,
Proposition 4], and Herbrand’s formula [13, IV.3]. 
We will increase the conductor of φˆ by modifying its A-Galois subcover while fixing its
I/A-Galois quotient for a suitable choice of A ⊂ I .
Lemma 2. Suppose I  P ι μm. Suppose φˆ : Ŷ → U is an I -Galois cover with conductor σ .
Then there exists A ⊂ Iσ satisfying the following hypotheses:
• A is central in P ;
• A is normal in I ;
• A is a nontrivial elementary abelian p-group; and
• A is irreducible under the μm-action.
Proof. By [13, IV, Corollary 3 through Proposition 7], we see that Iσ is elementary abelian. By
[13, IV, Proposition 10], if g ∈ I = I1 and h ∈ IΨ (σ) then ghg−1h−1 ∈ IΨ (σ)+1 = id. Thus Iσ is
central in P . The subgroup Iσ is normal in I by definition. Thus the conjugation action of μm
stabilizes Iσ . So any choice for A among nontrivial subgroups of Iσ stabilized and irreducible
under the action of μm satisfies all the hypotheses. 
Given an I -Galois cover φˆ : Ŷ → U with conductor σ , we fix A ⊂ P satisfying the hypotheses
of Lemma 2. Let a be the positive integer such that A  (Z/p)a . Let Aι μm be the semi-direct
product determined by the restriction of the conjugation action of μm on P . We fix a set of
generators {τi : 1 i  a} for A. Let P = P/A and I = I/A.
The condition that A is central in P (respectively A is normal in I ) is used to define a tran-
sitive action of A-Galois covers on P -Galois covers in Section 2.2 (respectively I -Galois covers
in Section 2.3). The conditions that A  (Z/p)a and that A is irreducible under the action of
μm make it easy to describe these A-Galois covers with equations. The condition that A ⊂ Iσ
is important for controlling the conductor when performing this action which is necessary in
Section 2.5 for Proposition 7.
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Suppose φˆ : Ŷ → U is an I -Galois cover and A is a subgroup in the center of P . This yields a
factorization of φˆ which we denote
Ŷ
φA−→ Y φ¯−→ X κ−→ U.
Here φA is A-Galois, φ¯ is P -Galois, and κ is μm-Galois. Let φˆP : Ŷ → X denote the P -Galois
subcover of φˆ. If A is normal in I and I = I/A, then κ ◦ φ¯ is an I -Galois cover. Let η¯ = φA(η)
(respectively ξ ′ = κ−1(ξ)) be the ramification point of Y (respectively X). So
η → η¯ → ξ ′ → ξ.
Also, X  Spec(OΩ)x) for some x such that xm = u. The generator ζ of μm acts as ζ(x) =
ζ hm(x) for some integer h relatively prime to m. Let U ′ = U −{ξ} and X′ = κ−1(U ′) = X−{ξ ′}.
Consider the group HA = Hom(π1(X′),A). We suppress the choice of basepoint from the
notation. An element α ∈ HA may be identified with the isomorphism class of an A-Galois cover
of X branched only over the closed point ξ ′. We denote this cover by ψα :V → X.
Lemma 3. Let HA = Hom(π1(X′),A). If A is in the center of P , then the fibre Hφ¯ of
Hom(π1(X′),P ) → Hom(π1(X′),P ) over φ¯ is a principal homogeneous space for HA. In other
words, HA acts simply transitively on the fibre Hφ¯ .
Proof. If γ ∈ Hφ¯ and ω ∈ π1(X′), then we define the action of α ∈ HA on Hφ¯ as follows:
αγ (ω) = α(ω)γ (ω) ∈ P . The action is well-defined since αγ ∈ Hom(π1(X′),P ) and the im-
age of αγ (ω) and γ (ω) in P are equal. The action is transitive since if γ, γ ′ ∈ Hφ¯ then
ω → γ (ω)γ ′(ω)−1 is an element of HA because A is in the center of P . The action is simple
since α1 = α2 if α1(ω)γ (ω) = α2(ω)γ (ω) for all ω ∈ π1(X′). 
For more details about Lemma 3 in the case that A  Z/p, see [5, Section 4]. We note that
the fibre Hφ¯ may be identified with isomorphism classes of (possibly disconnected) P -Galois
covers Ŷ → X of normal germs of curves which are étale over X′ and dominate the P -Galois
cover φ¯ :Y → X.
We now give a more explicit formulation of this action. Suppose α ∈ HA corresponds to the
isomorphism class of an A-Galois cover ψα :V → X and γ ∈ Hom(π1(X′),P ) corresponds to
the isomorphism class of a P -Galois cover φˆPγ : Ŷ → X. How do ψα and φˆPγ determine the cover
corresponding to αγ , which we denote φˆPαγ ? Consider the normalized fibre products Z = Ŷ ×˜XV
and Z = Y ×˜XV .
Z
P
1×A
Ŷ
φˆPγ
V
ψα
X
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Hom(π1(X′),P × A). Let A′ ⊂ P × A be the normal subgroup generated by (τi, τ−1i ) for
1  i  a. Note that A′  A and that P  (P × A)/A′. We denote by φˆPαγ :W → X the
P -Galois quotient (φˆPγ ×˜ψα)A′ corresponding to the fixed field W of A′ in Z.
Z
A′
1×A
Ŷ
φˆAγ
W
(A×A)/A′
Y
Lemma 4. If A is in the center of P , then the P -Galois cover corresponding to αγ ∈
Hom(π1(X′),P ) is isomorphic to φˆPαγ :W → X.
Proof. If ω ∈ π1(X′) then αγ (ω) = α(ω)γ (ω) ∈ P . On the other hand, (γ,α)(ω) =
(γ (ω),α(ω)) ∈ P × A. Since (γ (ω),α(ω)) ≡ (γ (ω)α(ω),1) modulo A′ = 〈(τi, τ−1i )〉, the two
covers give the same element of Hom(π1(X′),P ). 
2.3. Invariance under the μm-action
In this section, we consider the invariance of these covers under the μm-Galois action. Sup-
pose A is central in P and normal in I . Since ι restricts to an automorphism of A, we see that ι
acts naturally on HA = Hom(π1(X′),A). Denote by HιA the subgroup of HA fixed by ι. In other
words, the elements of HιA correspond to A-Galois covers ψ :V → X branched only over the
closed point ξ ′ for which the composition κ ◦ψ :V → U is an (A ι μm)-Galois cover.
Suppose φˆ : Ŷ → U is an I -Galois cover where I  P ι μm. Let γ ∈ Hom(π1(X′),P ) cor-
respond to the isomorphism class of the P -Galois subcover φˆP of φˆ. If α ∈ HA, recall that φˆPαγ
is the cover corresponding to αγ ∈ Hom(π1(X′),P ).
Lemma 5. Suppose A is central in P and normal in I . Let α ∈ HA. The cover κ ◦ (φˆPαγ ) :W → U
is an I -Galois cover if and only if α ∈ HιA.
Proof. Let (P × A) ι μm be the semi-direct product for which the conjugation action of ζ on
the subgroups (0,A) and (A,0) in P × A is the same. By the hypotheses on A, the subgroup
A′ = (A,A−1) is normal in (P × A) ι μm. So by Lemma 4, the cover κ ◦ (φˆPαγ ) :W → U is
I -Galois if and only if Z → U is (P × A) ι μm-Galois. One direction is now immediate: if
α ∈ HιA, then the cover Z → U is (P ×A) ι μm-Galois so κ ◦ (φˆPαγ ) :W → U is I -Galois.
Conversely, suppose κ ◦ φˆPαγ :W → U is I -Galois. Since Ŷ → U and W → U are I -Galois
the action of μm extends to an automorphism of Ŷ and of W , which reduce to the same auto-
morphism of Y . Since Ŷ is the fixed field of Z under (0,A) ⊂ P × A and W is the fixed field
of Z under A′, we see that the action of μm extends to an automorphism of Z. Thus Z → U
is (P × A) ι μm-Galois. Recall that V is the quotient of Z by the normal subgroup (P,0) of
(P ×A) ι μm. So the quotient V → U is (A ι μm)-Galois which implies α ∈ HιA. 
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In this section, we consider the case that A ⊂ P is a nontrivial elementary abelian p-group
(Z/p)a which is irreducible under the action of μm on P . In other words, A satisfies all the
hypotheses of Lemma 2 except that A ⊂ Iσ . In this case, the results in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 can
be made more explicit. Let δij = 1 if i = j and δij = 0 otherwise.
First, if A is a nontrivial elementary abelian p-group, then the cover ψα corresponding to
α ∈ HA is determined by its 〈τi〉-Galois quotients which are given by equations vpi − vi = rαi
with rαi ∈OΩx[x−1]. The generator τi ∈ A corresponds to an automorphism τψ,i of V given
by τψ,i(vj ) = vj + δij . Given another such cover ψ ′ with equations vpi − vi = r ′i , the group
operation for HA corresponds to adding the Laurent series in the Artin–Schreier equations. This
yields the cover given by the equations vpi − vi = rαi + r ′i .
Next, if A is a nontrivial elementary abelian p-group, then Lemma 4 allows us to view the
action of HA on Hφ¯ on the ring level. The cover φˆPγ corresponding to γ ∈ Hom(π1(X′),P ) is
determined from its φ¯-quotient by an A-Galois cover φAγ : Ŷ → Y . This cover φAγ is determined
by its 〈τi〉-Galois quotients which are given by Artin–Schreier equations ypi − yi = rγi . Here
rγi ∈ K where K is the fraction field of the complete local ring of Y at the closed point η¯.
The Galois action is given by τ
φˆ,i
(yj ) = yj + δij . Note that wi = yi + vi is invariant under
〈(τi, τ−1i )〉. Thus the cover φˆPαγ :W → X is determined from φ¯ by the A-Galois cover W → Y
which is determined by the equations wpi − wi = rγi + rαi . This gives an even more explicit
description of the Galois action.
Furthermore, suppose A ⊂ P is a nontrivial elementary abelian p-group so that μm acts ir-
reducibly on A. If ψα is the A-Galois cover corresponding to α ∈ HιA, then ψα is determined
by any one of its 〈τi〉-Galois quotients along with the cover κ . Also the filtration of higher ram-
ification groups for α ∈ HιA can have only one jump which occurs with full multiplicity a. In
addition, the conductor of ψα is an integer which must satisfy a certain congruence condition.
Lemma 6.
(i) Suppose φˆ : Ŷ → U is an I  P ι μm-Galois cover with conductor σ and last lower
jump je. Suppose A ⊂ Iσ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Suppose α ∈ HιA has con-
ductor s. Then s ≡ je/|P | mod m.
(ii) Associated to the μm-Galois cover κ :X → U and the group A ι μm, there is a unique
integer sι (such that 1 sι m) having the following property: if α ∈ HιA has conductor s
then s ≡ sι mod m.
Proof. (i) Suppose |P | = pd . Let y be a primitive element for the A-Galois extension of the
function field K of Y . The valuation of y in the function field Kˆ of Ŷ is −je where je is the
last lower jump of φˆ. The equation for the A-Galois cover φA : Ŷ → Y is of the form f (y) = r
φˆ
where f (y) ∈ OΩ [y] is a relative Eisenstein polynomial of degree pa and rφˆ ∈ K . From the
equation, the valuation of r
φˆ
in Kˆ is pa val(y) = −paje. It follows that the valuation of rφˆ in K
is −je. Also x has valuation pd in K . This implies that there is a unit u1 of OK so that rφˆ =
x−je/pd u1. Likewise, the equation for the A-Galois cover ψ :V → X is of the form f (v) = rα
where rα = x−su2 for some unit u2 of OΩx. The generator ζ of μm acts by ζ(x) = ζ hmx. So
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d
m y. Since y + v is in the function field of W , the action of ζ
on y and v must be compatible. Thus s ≡ je/|P | mod m.
(ii) It is sufficient to show that the conductors si of any two covers α,α1 ∈ HιA are congruent
modulo m. This follows directly from part (i) (taking φˆ = κ ◦ α1, P = A, and je = s1). 
2.5. Effect of the Galois action on the conductor
At this point, we determine the effect of the Galois action on the conductor of the cover. Con-
sider an I -Galois cover φˆ : Ŷ → U with conductor σ and, more generally, upper jumps σ1, . . . , σe
in the ramification groups I c
φˆ
in the upper numbering (here σ = σe). Consider A ⊂ Iσ
φˆ
satisfying
the hypotheses of Lemma 2 and choose α ∈ HιA. By definition, α corresponds to an A-Galois
cover ψα :V → X. Let s ∈ N+ be the conductor of ψα and note p  s. Since A is irreducible
under the μm-action, ψα has ramification filtration I cα = A for 0  c  s and I cα = 0 for c > s.
The action of α takes φˆ to another I -Galois cover which we denote by φˆα :W → U . Recall that
φˆα is the I -Galois cover κ ◦ (φˆPαγ ) where γ ∈ Hom(π1(X′),P ) corresponds to the P -Galois
subcover φˆP .
The following result will be crucial in order to modify a Galois cover of germs of curves with
control over the change in the ramification filtration.
Proposition 7. If the cover φˆα is connected, then it has conductor max{s/m,σ }. More generally,
the ramification filtration of φˆα is I c
φˆα
= I c
φˆ
for 0 c  σ , I c
φˆα
= A for σ < c max{s/m,σ },
and I c
φˆα
= 0 for max{s/m,σ } < c.
Proof. The P -Galois subcover φˆPαγ = (φˆα)P :W → X dominates φ¯ :Y → X. So after intersect-
ing with P , the ramification filtrations for φˆP and φˆPαγ are equal, i.e., I cφˆα ∩ P = I cφˆ ∩ P .
So the only issue is to find the index at which each generator τi of A drops out of the filtration
of higher ramification groups. In fact, the jumps for the τi are all equal. This is because the
jumps of the τi are the same (occurring with multiplicity a) for both of the covers φˆP and ψα .
To complete the proof it is thus sufficient to find the conductor of the cover φˆα . In particular, by
Herbrand’s formula, it is sufficient to show the conductor of the P -Galois subcover (φˆα)P equals
max{s,mσ }.
To do this, we investigate the filtration of the A×A-Galois cover Z → Y . Here s and mσ are
the relevant upper jumps of Z → X. Denote by Ψ(γ,α) the function which takes the indexing on
the ramification filtration of the P × A-Galois cover from the upper to lower numbering. So the
numbers Ψ(γ,α)(s) and Ψ(γ,α)(mσ) are the corresponding lower jumps for Z → X, and thus also
for Z → Y by [13, Proposition 2]. Also the lower (and upper) jump for Z → Z is Ψ(γ,α)(mσ) and
for Z → Ŷ is Ψ(γ,α)(s). Since the Galois group of Z → W is generated by the automorphisms
(τγ,i , τ
−1
α,i ) the cover Z → W has lower jump min{Ψ(γ,α)(s),Ψ(γ,α)(mσ)}.
If s  mσ , the conductors of Z → W and of Z → Ŷ are the same; this implies that the
conductor of W → Y equals the conductor of Ŷ → Y , namely Ψγ (mσ). Thus the conductor of
φˆα is mσ and the ramification filtrations for φˆα and φˆ are the same. Similarly, if s > mσ , the
conductors of Z → W and Z → Z are the same; this implies that the conductor of W → Y
equals the conductor of Z → Y . So the ramification filtrations for φˆα and Z → U are the same,
which implies that the conductor of the former is also s/m. 
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2.6. Connected and smooth covers
Suppose φˆ : Ŷ → U is an I -Galois cover of normal connected germs of curves (wildly ram-
ified with conductor σ as above). Suppose A ⊂ Iσ
φˆ
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2 and
α ∈ HιA. In future applications [10] and briefly in Section 3, we need to consider questions of
connectedness and smoothness for the I -Galois cover φˆα . First, we show that the I -Galois cover
φˆα :W → U is almost always connected.
Lemma 8. If φˆ is a cover of connected germs of curves, then there are only finitely many choices
of α for which φˆα is not connected. In particular, φˆα is connected if φˆP does not dominate ψα .
Proof. The first statement follows directly from the second since φˆP only dominates a finite
number of A-Galois covers.
For the second statement, suppose φˆP does not dominate ψα . The fact that both Y and V are
invariant under the μm-Galois action and the fact that A is irreducible under this action imply
that φˆP and ψα are linearly disjoint. It follows that the curve Z = Ŷ ×˜XV is connected. If Z is
connected then its quotient W = ZA′ is connected and so φˆα :W → X is a cover of connected
germs of curves. 
Lemma 9. If φˆ is a cover of connected germs of curves and α is such that the cover φˆα is not
connected, then s = mσ .
Proof. Consider the covers φˆ :Y → U and φˆα :W → U . Recall that Y and W are two of the
quotients of Z by subgroups of A×A. The fact that Y is connected implies that Z has at most |A|
components. Also Z is not connected since W is not connected. The stabilizer of a component
of Z has size |A| since A is irreducible under the μm-action. As a result, only one of the A-
quotients of Z can be disconnected. In particular, Z is connected.
The A-Galois covers Y → Y and Z → Y are not linearly disjoint since their fibre product
Z → Y is disconnected. By the fact that A is irreducible under the μm-action, it follows that
these two A-Galois covers are identical. Thus the I -Galois covers φˆ :Y → U and Z → U are the
same and thus have the same conductor. The conductor of the former is σ . The conductor of the
latter is the same as the upper jump of V → U which is s/m. 
Remark 10. Note that φˆα could be connected even if s = mσ . The cover φˆα is connected (and
thus has conductor max{s/m,σ } by Proposition 7) as long as the leading term of r
φˆ
does not
cancel the leading term of rα +rp −r for any r ∈ K . For this will guarantee that −val(rφˆ +rα) =
max{−val(r
φˆ
),−val(rα)}.
A final issue that will come up is one related to smoothness. Fix Ω = Spec(R) where R is an
equal characteristic complete local ring with residue field k and fraction field K . Consider the
special fibre φˆαk :Wk → Uk of the cover φˆα :W → U of Ω-curves. It is possible that the curve
Wk is singular at its closed point w. The following lemma implies that this can only occur when
the ramification filtration of φˆα is not the same on the generic and special fibres.
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curves with Wk reduced, φˆαk separable, and φˆα étale outside ξ . Let dk (respectively dK ) be the
degree of the ramification divisor over ξk (respectively ξK ). Then dK = dk if and only if w is a
smooth point of Wk .
Proof. The value of dk and the question of whether w is a smooth point of Wk do not depend
on R. The value of dK depends only on the ramification at the generic point of ξK . For this
reason, it is sufficient to restrict to the case that R = kt. The proof then follows from Kato’s
formula [7] which states (under the conditions above) that μw − 1 = n(μξk − 1) + dK − dwildk .
Here n = deg(φˆα), μξk = 0 since ξk is a smooth point of Uk and μw is the invariant measuring
the singularity of Wk at w. Namely, let πw : W˜k → Wk be the normalization of Wk . Define μw =
2δw −mw + 1 where δw = dimk(O˜w/Ow) and mw = |π−1w (w)|. We see that μw = 0 if and only
if w is smooth on Wk .
Write φ˜k : W˜k → Uk and φ˜−1k (ξk) = {wi : 1  i  mw}. Let δi and ei be respectively the
discriminant ideal and the ramification index of the extension ku → ÔW˜k,wi on the special
fibre. Let di = v(δi) and let dwildi = di − ei + 1. Let dk =
∑
i di and let dwildk =
∑
i d
wild
i .
By Kato’s formula, μw = 1 − n + dK − dwildk = 1 − n + dK − mw(v(δi) − ei + 1). Thus
μw = 1 − n+ dK − dk + n−mw = 1 −mw + dK − dk . Note that dK  dk . So the condition that
w is smooth implies μw = 0, mw = 1, and dK = dk . Conversely, if dK = dk then μw = 1 − mw ,
but mw  1 so μw = 0 and w is smooth on Wk . 
3. Increasing the conductor of a cover
In this section, we consider the question of increasing the conductor of a cover of curves at
a wild branch point. Suppose X is a smooth projective irreducible k-curve and B is a nonempty
finite set of points of X. Suppose G is a finite quotient of π1(X − B). When |B| is nonempty,
these groups have been classified by Raynaud and Harbater [3,11] in their proof of Abhyankar’s
conjecture. Namely, G is a finite quotient of π1(X−B) if and only if the number of generators of
G/p(G) is at most 2gX +|B|−1. Here p(G) denotes the characteristic subgroup of G generated
by the group elements of p-power order.
Suppose φ :Y → X is a G-Galois cover of smooth projective irreducible k-curves branched
only at B . Suppose φ wildly ramified over b ∈ X and let I be the inertia group at a ramification
point η above b. Let R be an equal characteristic complete discrete valuation ring with residue
field k and let K = Frac(R). In this section, we will “deform” φ to a cover φR :YR → X×k R so
that the conductor of φR at this wild branch point increases on the generic fibre. By Lemma 11,
it is not possible to do this without introducing a singularity. In other words, the special fibre φk
of φR will be singular and φ will be isomorphic to the normalization of φk away from b.
More precisely, let φˆ : Ŷ → Uk be the germ of φ at η. Here Uk  Spec(ku). Let UR =
Spec(ktu). Let ξ (respectively ξR) be the closed point of Uk (respectively UR) given by the
equation u = 0. For lack of better terminology, a singular deformation of φˆ is an I -Galois cover
φˆR :Y → UR of normal irreducible germs of R-curves, whose branch locus consists of only the
R-point ξR , such that the normalization of the special fibre of φˆR is isomorphic to φˆ away from ξ .
(Note that the special fibre φˆk of φˆR is the restriction of φˆR over Uk (when t = 0).) The generic
fibre φˆK of φˆR is the cover of UR ×R K = Spec(ktu[t−1]).
Lemma 11 shows that a deformation is singular if and only if the ramification data on the
generic and special fibres are not the same.
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conductor on the generic fibre.
Proposition 12. Suppose φˆ : Ŷ → Uk is an I -Galois cover of normal connected germs of curves
with conductor σ . Suppose A ⊂ Iσ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Suppose s ∈ N is such
that p  s, s > mσ , and s ≡ sι mod m (with sι as in Lemma 6). Then there exists a singular
deformation φˆR :Y → UR whose generic fibre φˆK :YK → UK has inertia I and conductor s/m.
In addition, I cφK = I cφ for 0 c σ , I cφK = A for σ < c s/m, and I cφK = 0 for c > s/m.
Proof. The A-Galois subcover Ŷ → Y is determined by κ and by the equation yp − y = rφ of
its 〈τ1〉-Galois quotient (where rφ ∈ K). Consider the singular deformation of φˆ whose P -Galois
quotient is constant and whose 〈τ1〉-Galois subquotient is given generically by the following
equation: yp − y = rφ + tx−s . The curve Y is singular only above the point (u, t) = (0,0). The
normalization of the special fibre agrees with φˆ away from u = 0. The cover φˆR is branched only
at ξR since u = 0 is the only pole of the function rφ + tx−s . When t = 0, by Proposition 7, the
conductor of φˆK is s and the statement on ramification filtrations is true. 
Proposition 12 shows that we can increase the conductor from σ to s/m. By Herbrand’s
formula, it follows that the last lower jump increases from je to je +pe−am(s/m− σ). One can
check that the latter number is always an integer which is not divisible by p.
The next theorem uses Proposition 12 and formal patching to (singularly) deform a cover
φ :Y → X of projective curves to a family of covers φR of X so that the conductor increases at
the chosen branch point. This family can be defined over a variety Θ of finite type over k. We
then specialize to a fibre of the family over another k-point of Θ to get a cover φ′ with larger
conductor.
Theorem 13. Let φ :Y → X be a G-Galois cover of smooth projective irreducible curves with
branch locus B . Suppose φ is wildly ramified with inertia group I  P ι μm and conductor
σ above some point b ∈ B . Suppose A ⊂ Iσ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2. Let sι be as
defined in Lemma 6(ii). Suppose s ∈ N such that p  s, s > mσ , and s ≡ sι mod m. Then there
exist G-Galois covers φR :YR → X ×k R and φ′ :Y ′ → X such that:
(1) The curves YR and Y ′ are irreducible and YK and Y ′ are smooth and connected.
(2) After normalization, the special fibre φk of φR is isomorphic to φ away from b.
(3) The branch locus of the cover φR (respectively φ′) consists exactly of the R-points ξR =
ξ ×k R (respectively the k-points ξ ) for ξ ∈ B .
(4) For ξ ∈ B , ξ = b, the ramification behavior for φR at ξR (respectively φ′ at ξ ) is identical to
that of φ at ξ .
(5) At the K-point bK (respectively at b), the cover φK (respectively φ′) has inertia I and
conductor s/m and in addition I cφK = I cφ for 0  c  σ , I cφK = A for σ < c  s/m, and
I cφK = 0 for c > s/m.
(6) The genus of Y ′ and of YK is g′Y = gY + |G|(s/m − σ)(1 − 1/pa)/2 where a is such that|A| = pa .
Proof. Let η ∈ φ−1(b) and consider the I -Galois cover φˆ : Ŷη → Xˆb. Applying Proposition 12
to φˆ, there exists a singular deformation φˆR : ŶR → XˆR of φˆ with the desired properties. In
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IndGI (φˆR).
The covers φk and IndGI (φˆR) and the isomorphism between their overlap constitute a relative
G-Galois thickening problem. The (unique) solution to this thickening problem [5, Theorem 4]
yields the G-Galois cover φR :YR → X×k R. Recall that the cover φR is isomorphic to IndGI (φˆR)
over XˆR,b . Also, φR is isomorphic to the trivial deformation φtr :Ytr → Xtr of φ away from b.
Thus YR is irreducible since Y is irreducible and YK is smooth since Ytr,K and ŶK are smooth.
The data for the cover φR is contained in a subring Θ ⊂ R of finite type over k, with Θ = k
since the family is nonconstant. Since k is algebraically closed, there exist infinitely many
k-points of Spec(Θ). The cover φR descends to a cover of Θ-curves. The closure L of the
locus of k-points θ of Spec(Θ) over which the fibre φθ is not a G-Galois cover of smooth con-
nected curves is closed [2, Proposition 9.29]. Furthermore, L = Spec(Θ) since YK is smooth
and irreducible. Let φ′ :Y ′ → X be the fibre over a k-point not in L. Note that Y ′ is smooth and
irreducible by definition.
Properties (2)–(5) follow immediately from the compatibility of φR with IndGI (φˆR) over XˆR,b
and with the trivial deformation φtr :Ytr → Xtr away from b.
The genus of Y ′ and of YK increases because of the extra contribution to the Riemann–
Hurwitz formula. In particular, there are |G|/m|P | ramification points above bK . If |P | = pe
then by Herbrand’s formula, each ramification point has (s/m − σ)mpe−a extra nontrivial ram-
ification groups of order pa in the lower numbering. Thus the degree of the ramification divisor
over bK increases by |G|(s/m − σ)(1 − 1/pa)/2. 
One can say more when X  P1k and B = {∞}. By Abhyankar’s conjecture, the nontrivial
quasi-p groups are exactly the ones so that G is a finite quotient of π1(A1k) and p divides |G|.
Corollary 14. If G = 0 is a quasi-p group and σ ∈ N (p  σ ) is sufficiently large, then there
exists a G-Galois cover φ :Y → P1k branched at only one point with conductor σ .
The author obtained a similar result in [9] under the restriction that the Sylow p-subgroup
of G has order p.
Proof. By [3,11], there exists a G-Galois cover φ :Y → P1k branched only at ∞ whose inertia
groups are the Sylow p-subgroups of G. The result is then automatic from Theorem 13. 
As another corollary, we show that curves Y of arbitrarily high genus occur for G-Galois
covers φ :Y → X branched at B as long as p divides |G|.
Corollary 15. Suppose X is a smooth projective irreducible k-curve and B ⊂ X is a nonempty
finite set of points. Suppose G is a finite quotient of π1(X−B) such that p divides |G|. Let p⊂ N
be the set of genera g for which there exists a G-Galois cover φ :Y ′ → X branched only at B
with genus(Y ′) = g. Then the set p contains an arithmetic progression whose increment depends
only on G and p.
Proof. First we show that the hypotheses on G guarantee the existence of a G-Galois cover
φ :Y → X branched only at B with wild ramification at some point. Let p(G) be the normal
subgroup of G generated by all elements of p-power order. Let S ⊂ p(G) be a Sylow p-subgroup
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which is prime-to-p and normalizes S so that π(F) = G/p(G). Let g1, . . . , gr be a minimal set
of generators for G/p(G). After possibly replacing F with the subgroup generated by elements
h1, . . . , hr where π(hi) = gi , we see that F can be generated by r elements. By Abhyankar’s
conjecture [3], r  2gX + |B| − 1 and there exists an F -Galois cover Y◦ → X branched only
over B . Note that F and p(G) generate G. As a result, the F -Galois cover Y◦ → X and p(G)
satisfy all the hypotheses of [4, Theorems 2.1 and 4.1]. Let I1 be the inertia group of Y◦ → X
above a chosen point b ∈ B . These theorems allow one to modify the cover Y◦ → X to get a new
G-Galois cover φ :Y → X branched only at B so that the inertia above b is I = I1S. Since p
divides |G|, it follows that S is nontrivial and so φ is wildly ramified above b.
Let gY be the genus of Y . The inertia group I is of the form P ι μm for some P ⊂ S. Suppose
|P | = pe. Let σ be the conductor of φ above b. Let n be the fixed integer |G|(1 − 1/pa)σ/2.
Let s be such that p  s, s > mσ , and s ≡ sι mod m. By Theorem 13, it is possible to deform
φ to produce another curve φ′ :Y ′ → X branched only at B with larger genus g′Y = gY − n +|G|(1−1/pa)s/2m. The set of g′Y realized in this way clearly contains an arithmetic progression.
By the congruence condition on s, one can increase s only by a multiple s′m of m, which
causes the genus to increase by |G|(1 − 1/pa)s′/2. But one has to remove (1/p)th of these
values since the integer s + s′m will be divisible by p exactly (1/p)th of the time. So the set p
contains p − 1 arithmetic progressions with increment p|G|(1 − 1/pa)/2. 
Remark 16. The proportion of the set p in N is at least 2(pa −pa−1)/|G|(pa −1) for some a  1
such that the center of S contains a subgroup A  (Z/p)a . This lower bound is approximately
2/|G| for large p. It is realized when X  P1k , B = {∞} and G = Z/p. To see this, note that
Z/p-covers of the affine line correspond to Artin–Schreier equations yp − y = f (x) where the
degree j of f (x) is prime-to-p. Such a curve has genus (p − 1)(j − 1)/2. It follows that the
proportion of genera which occur in this case is exactly 2/p. But in general, we expect that this
lower bound is not optimal. For example, we expect that this proportion equals 2/p whenever G
is an abelian p-group.
The following corollary shows that the the structure of Hurwitz spaces for wildly ramified
covers will be vastly different from those of tamely ramified covers.
Corollary 17. For any smooth projective irreducible k-curve X and any nonempty finite set of
points B ⊂ X and any finite quotient of π1(X − B) so that p divides |G|, a Hurwitz space for
G-Galois covers φ :Y → X branched at B will have infinitely many components.
Proof. The proof is immediate from Corollary 15 since two covers with different genus cannot
correspond to points in the same component of a Hurwitz space. 
4. Example: inertia Z/pe
In this section, we study Z/pe-Galois covers using class field theory. We give an example of
Proposition 7 and of singular deformations.
Definition 18. A sequence σ1, . . . , σe is pe-admissible if σi ∈ N+, p  σ1 and for 1 i  e − 1,
either σi+1 = pσi or σi+1 >pσi and p  σi+1.
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Lemma 19. If φˆ : Ŷ → Uk is a Z/pe-Galois cover, then the upper jumps σ1, . . . , σe of its
ramification filtration are pe-admissible. For any pe-admissible sequence Σ , there exists a
Z/pe-Galois cover φˆ : Ŷ → Uk with upper jumps at the indices in Σ .
Proof. By the Hasse–Arf theorem, σi ∈ N+. Since σ1 = j1, we see that p  σ1. Suppose
k((u)) ↪→ L is the pe-Galois field extension corresponding to φˆ. Note that for σi < n  σi+1,
the nth ramification group In in the upper numbering equals piZ/pe. Denote by Un the unit
group (1 + unku) ⊂ ku∗. By local class field theory, there is a reciprocity isomorphism
ω : k((u))∗/NL∗ → Z/pe so that the image of Un under ω equals In [13, Chapter XV].
First, we show that σi+1  pσi . There is some 1 + tσi h ∈ Uσi whose image under ω gener-
ates pi−1Z/pe . Thus the image of (1 + tσi h)p ≡ 1 + tpσi hp ∈ Upσi generates ppi−1Z/pe. Thus
piZ/pe ⊂ Ipσi which implies σi+1  pσi .
Next, suppose p | σi+1 and write σi+1 = p(σi + c) for some c ∈ N. The image of
1 + tp(σi+c) ∈ Uσi+1 must generate piZ/pe so the image of 1 + tσi+c must generate pi−1Z/pe.
Thus 1 + tσi+c ∈ Uσi which implies c = 0.
Finally, for any pe-admissible sequence {σ1, . . . , σe} we define a homomorphism U1 → Z/pe
as follows: if p  c and σi < c σi+1, then 1 + tpr c → prpi ∈ Z/pe. Since U1 is isomorphic to
the abelianization of the fundamental group of k((u)), it follows that there exists a Z/pe-Galois
cover φˆ : Ŷ → Uk . The upper jumps of φˆ are the given sequence since In = In+1 if and only if
n = σi for some i. 
We define a partial ordering on the set of pe-admissible sequences as follows.
Definition 20. Suppose Σ and Σ ′ are two pe-admissible sequences given by σ1, . . . , σe and
σ ′1, . . . , σ ′e, respectively. Then Σ ′ >Σ if σ ′i > σi for 1 i  e.
The pe-admissible sequence which is smaller than all others is {1,p,p2, . . . , pe−1}.
In the following example, we give a computational proof of Proposition 7 in the case that
m = 1 and P = Z/p2. We note that, even in this simple case, the equations are quite complicated.
Example 21. Suppose P = Z/p2 and A = Z/p. Choose j ∈ N+ with p  j . By Lemma 19, there
exists a P -Galois cover φˆ : Ŷ → X of germs of k-curves with upper jumps σ1 = j and σ2 = pj .
Furthermore, no conductor smaller than pj can occur for a P -Galois cover with σ1 = j . By
Herbrand’s formula, the lower jumps of φˆ are j1 = j and j2 = (p2 − p + 1)j .
After some changes of coordinates, the equation for the Z/p-Galois quotient φ¯ :Y → X can
be given generically by yp1 − y1 = x−j . Note that there is a natural valuation val on the fraction
field K = k((x))[y1]/(yp1 − y1 − x−j ) of Y and val(x) = p and val(y1) = −j . The equation for
the Z/p-Galois subcover φA is yp2 − y2 = f (y1, x) for some f (y1, x) ∈ K with valuation −j2.
The Z/p-Galois cover ψα is given by an equation vp − v = g(x) for some g(x) ∈ k((x)).
Let s be the degree of x−1 in g(x). By Lemma 4, the cover φˆα is determined by its Z/p-Galois
subcover W → Y which is given by the equation wp − w = f (y1, x) + g(x). By Lemma 3, any
P -Galois cover dominating φ¯ is of this form for some g(x) ∈ k((x)).
We now give an explicit proof of Proposition 7 in this case. Namely, we show that the upper
jumps of φˆα are σ1 and max{s, σ2}. The first upper jump is σ1 since φˆα dominates φ¯. Let J be
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x−s = (yp1 − y1)s/j = yps/j1 (1 − y1−p1 )s/j . So
x−s = yps/j1
(
1 − y−(p−1)1 s/j + · · ·
)= yps/j1 − yps/j−(p−1)1 s/j + · · · .
We can modify the equation for W → Y by adding −yps/j1 + ys/j1 without changing its isomor-
phism class as a Z/p-Galois cover or its jump. The next term in the above equation indicates
that the lower jump J of the cover wp − w = f (y1, x) + g(x) equals max{−val(yps/j−(p−1)1 ),−val(f (y1, x))}. (It cannot be smaller since the valuation of f (y1, x) is minimal.) So J =
max{ps − j (p − 1), j2}. By Herbrand’s formula, the conductor of φˆα equals max{s, σ2}.
Proposition 22. Suppose there exists a Z/pe-Galois cover φˆ : Ŷ → Uk of normal connected
germs of curves whose upper jumps in the ramification filtration are at the pe-admissible se-
quence Σ . Suppose Σ ′ > Σ is a pe-admissible sequence. Then there exists a singular deforma-
tion φˆΩ :Y → UΩ whose generic fibre has ramification filtration Σ ′.
Proof. The proof is by induction on e. If e = 1, the proof follows by Proposition 12. If e > 1,
choose A ⊂ Iσ to be a subgroup of order p. The P/A = P -Galois quotient φ¯ has upper jumps
σ1, . . . , σe−1. By the inductive hypothesis, there exists a deformation φ¯Ω :YΩ → UΩ whose
generic fibre is a Z/pe−1-Galois cover of normal connected curves whose branch locus consists
of only the K-point ξK = ξΩ ×Ω K over which it has upper jumps σ ′1, . . . , σ ′e−1.
By [1, X, Theorem 5.1], there exists a P -Galois cover φˆ′Ω dominating φ¯Ω . Choose φˆ′Ω to
have minimal conductor s′ among all such covers dominating φ¯Ω . By Lemma 19, s′ = pσ ′e−1.
The restriction of φˆ′Ω to Uk has conductor at most s′. This restriction differs from φ by an element
α ∈ Hom(π1(UΩ − ξΩ),A). By Proposition 7, α has conductor at most max{s′, σe}.
Let φˆe be the cover φˆ′Ω modified by α. By Proposition 7 and by minimality of s′, the con-
ductor σ of φˆe satisfies s′  σ  max{s′, σe}. Since Σ ′ > Σ is pe-admissible, σ ′e  σe and
σ ′e  pσ ′e−1 = s′ (with p  σ ′e if equality does not hold). We apply Proposition 12 with s = σ ′e to
increase the conductor. The conclusion is that there exists a deformation φˆΩ :Y → UΩ whose
generic fibre has inertia Z/pe and conductor σ ′e. 
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